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WEDDING VIDEO AGREEMENT 
1. THE STUDIO: Refers to DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, its lessees, contractors or sub-
contractors, employees, agents or servants. Please read the entire contract. If any portion of this 
agreement should be determined to be invalid, it is agreed that the invalidity of such portion shall not 
affect the validity of the remaining portions of this agreement.  By signing, Client certified that they have 
read the entire contract and agree to the terms and conditions. This agreement is between DREAMSCAPE 
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS (hereafter "DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS" or “we”) 
and____________________________ (hereafter "you" and/or “client”) for wedding video coverage. 
 
2. EXCLUSIVITY AND AUTHORITY: DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS will act as the sole and 
exclusive videographer for the wedding date listed below and that you give DREAMSCAPE VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS priority over any other videographers for any camera equipment positioning or other 
matters relating to the quality of the video coverage. DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS will work 
closely with and cooperate with the wedding photographer. 
 
3. PAYMENT POLICY, CANCELLATION: A deposit of $100.00 for a single camera event or $500.00 for a 
two camera event is payable to reserve the services of DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS for your 
wedding date. The balance of the fee is due two weeks before the wedding day unless agreed upon in 
writing. DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS accepts payments of cash, checks, or U.S. Postal money 
order. Deposits are not refundable under any circumstances.   No package downgrades are allowed.   
Coupons, discounts, special offers, must all be submitted and/or agreed upon in writing at the time that 
the contract is submitted.  DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS may suspend its services when weather 
conditions risk camera and equipment. Client pays shipping/handling charges for anything delivered to 
DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS for inclusion into the production of the video, plus all videotape 
copies.  
 
4. SPECIFIC COVERAGE AND RIGHTS: DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS will arrive approximately 
one hour before the start of the event and leave when all necessary taping is concluded.  This may occur 
prior to the conclusion of the event, but every effort will be made to document all major highlights of the 
event excluding the Money Dance.  Our videographers and video editors will apply their best judgment 
and creative license to the production.  If there are any items that you wish to be included in the 
production/post production of your video, i.e. invitation, CDs, photographs, credits information, etc, they 
must be submitted two weeks prior to the date of your wedding.  You are hiring DREAMSCAPE VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS to make a video production for private home use and indemnify DREAMSCAPE VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS for any potential violation of the rights of participants. You warrant that you have the legal 
right to any photos, audio, tapes, CDs, videotapes or other elements delivered or used by DREAMSCAPE 
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS for the purpose of inclusion into final production of your videotape. 
 
5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: While every effort is made to produce and deliver outstanding video of 
the Wedding/Reception or Event, liability for any lack of video documentation due to the unforeseen 
absence of necessary individuals, unforeseeable technical difficulty, uncontrollable and unforeseeable 
equipment failure, insufficient time, lack of cooperation, or to any event beyond the reasonable control of 
DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS is limited to monies received for services, minus tape, travel, and 
other misc. costs. This limitation applies to all production and post-production services rendered.  Under 
no circumstances is DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS liable for more than monies received for 
services. 



 
 
 
 
6. RETENTION OF MASTER TAPES: DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS owns and will retain all camera 
and Edited Masters of Wedding/Reception, and reserves the right to use any part of the Master Tapes for 
marketing/promotional purposes. After 6 months, the master videotapes are available for sale to you at 
$250.00.  
 
7. MEALS:  Unlike other persons serving you on your wedding day, we are with you for most of your day, 
because of that, we require seats at the reception for dinner. 
 
8. DVD-R: DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS DVDs are created on DVD-R media. It is the responsibility 
of the client to ensure DVD player compatibility. 
 
9.  COPYRIGHT:  Rights to all images, raw video, and final edited production will remain with 
DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS. Permission to copy, transmit, duplicate or archive is expressly 
prohibited without written consent of DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS. 
 
 
 
 

 
Reception__________________________Time ___________
 
Address__________________________________________ 
 
Time__________________________ 

Video Package  

 
Church__________________________________________________
 
Address_________________________________________________
 
Date___________________________Time_____________________
 
Phone__________________________________________________
 Copies  _______@___________  

Home Start Charge  

Park Charge  

Projection Television  

Subtotal  

Tax (7%)  

Deposit  

 
I/We have read this entire agreement and hereby authorize  
DREAMSCAPE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS to be the official videographers  
for our event. 
Client Name______________________________________________
 
Address_________________________________________________
 
City___________________________State_______Zip___________
 
Signature__________________________________Date__________
 
Studio____________________________________ Date_________ 

Balance Due 
 

 


